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This paper is devoted to the study of the H-function as defined by the
Mellin-Barnes integral

m, n 1 f sdHp, q (z) p,’qn(S)Z s,

where the function m,ntp,q (S) is a certain ratio of products of the Gamma-
functions with the argument s and the contour specially chosen. The
conditions for the existence of m,nHp, q (Z) are discussed and explicit power
and power-logarithmic series expansions of m,nHp, q (Z) near zero and infinity
are given. The obtained results define more precisely the known results.
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1. Introduction

This paper deals with the H-function Hp, q (z) introduced by Pincherle in 1888 (see
[3, Section 1.19]). Interest in this function appeared in 1961, when Fox [4]
investigated such a function as a symmetrical Fourier kernel. Therefore, the H-
function is often called Fox’s H-function. For integers m,n,p and q such that
0_<m_<q and 0_<n_<p, while ai, bjEC and ai,/jEN+ -(0, c), with l_<i_<p
and 1 _< j _< q, the function is defined by the Mellin-Barnes integral:

m, n 1 l :Em’ ’ )z Sds (1.1)Hp, q(Z)- (s- p, q

where
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m n

YI r(bj 4- fljs) 1--[ r(1 a cis

p, p q _1.2_
1-I r(ai + his) r-[ F(1 bj

i=n-bl j=mq-1

The contour .5 is specially chosen and an empty product, if it occurs, is taken to be
one. The theory of this function may be found in [1, 2, 9 Chapter 2, 10, 11 Section
8.3] and [12, Chapter 1]. We only indicate that most of the elementary and special
functions are particular cases of the H-function Hp,qm’n(z). In particular, if c’s and

m,nare all equal to 1, the H-function (1.1) reduces to Meijer’s G-function Gp, q (z).
The conditions of the existence of the H-function can be made by inspecting the

convergence of the integral (1.1), which depends on the selection of the contour .5 and
on the relations between parameters a and c (i -1,. p) and bj and /j (j-
1,...,q). Especially, the relations might depend on the numbers A, 5 and # defined
by

q p

3=1 i=1

P
_c

q

i- 1-I oi H/?jJ, (1.4)
i--1 j--1

q P

2 )_1.5_
?:1 i=1

Such a selection of .5 and various relations between parameters are indicated in the
handbook [11, Section 8.3.1]; but some of the results there need correction. In this
paper we would like to give such corrections in the following cases.

(a) A >_ 0 and the contour .5 .5 o in (1.1) runs from oc + il to oc +
i, with 1 < 2’ such that the poles of the Gamma-functions of the form

r(bj + js) (j- 1,...,m) lie on the left of -o and those of the functions
of the form I’(1- a -cis)(i- 1,..., n)lie on the right of .5_ o"

(b) A <_ 0 and the contour .5 .5 + o in (1.1) runs from + oc + il to + oc +
i2 with 1 < 2’ such that the poles of the Gamma-functions of the form

r(bj + 13js) (j 1,..., m) lie on the left of + o and those of the functions
of the form I’(1-ai-cis (i- 1,...,n) lie on the right of +o"

Our results are based on the asymptotic behavior of the function tp,q (8), given
in (1.2) at infinity. Using the behavior and following [1], we give the series
representation of H’:(z) via residues of the integrand p,q (s)z- In this way, we

simplify the proof of Theorem 1 in [1] by applying the former results to find the
explicit series expansions of Hm’:(Z)p, Such power expansions, as corollaries of the
results from [1], were indicated in [12, Chapter 2.2] (see also [11, Section 8.3.1]),
provided that the poles of the Gamma-functions of the forms r(bj+/js)
(j- 1,...,m) and r(1- ai- otis (i- 1,...,n) do not coincide, that is,

j(ai-l-k) 5/:oi(bj+l (i-1,...,n;j-1,...,m;k,l N0-{0,1,2,...}) (1.6)

in the following cases.
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A>0 with z0 or A=0 with 0< [z <6, and the poles of the
Gamma-functions of the form P(bj + js) (j 1,..., m) are simple:

/3j(b + k) 7 i(bj + l) (i -7(: j; i, j 1,..., m; /c, E No); (1.7)

(d) A<0 with zT(:0 or A=0 with zl >5, and the poles of the Gamma-
functions of the form r(1 a cs) (i 1,..., n) are simple:

aj(1-ai+k) 5ai(1-aj+l) (i7j; i,j-1,...,n; k, ENo). (1.8)
When the poles of the Gamma-functions in (c) and (d) coincide, explicit series ex-

pansions of Hp,qm’n(z) should be more complicated power-logarithmic expansions.
Such expansions in particular cases of the Meijer’s G-functions, G,’_.p and Gp’Op,p, and
of the H-functions, np, O ,, 4p, O were given in [7] and [8], respectively.0, p p, p

We obtain explicit expansions of the H-function of general form Hm’(z) under
P,

the conditions in (1.6). We show that, if the poles of the Gamma-functions of the
forms F(b:+ js) (j 1,...,rn) and r(1- a- cs) (i 1,...,n) coincide in the cases

(c) and (d), respectively, then the H-function (1.1) has power-logarithmic series
expansions. In particular, we give asymptotic expansions of Hp,qm’n(z) near zero. We
note that the obtained results will be different in the cases when either A > 0 or

A<0.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is devoted to the conditions of the

existence of the H-function (1.1) which are based on the asymptotic behavior of
m,np,q (s) at infinity. Here we also give the representations of (1.1) via the residues of

the integrand. The latter result is applied in Sections 3 and 4 to obtain the explicit
m,npower and power-logarithmic series expansions of Hp, q (z) and its asymptotic esti-

mates near zero.

2. Existence and Representations of Hp, q (z)

First, we give the asymptotic estimate of the Gamma-function I’(z), z x + iy, [3,
Chapter 1] at infinity on lines parallel to the coordinate axes.

Lemma 1: Let z x + iy with x,y (-cx,cx). Th(?n the following
asymptotic estimates at infinity are valid

r(x + iy) x/l x ix-1/2e
-x- r(1-signx)y/2

and
(11--o; y 0 if < 0)

IF(x__iy) - y x-l/2e-x-r yl/2

(2.1)

Proof: Applying the Stirling formula [3, 1.18(2)],

we have
F(z) /-(?(z 1/2)log (z)(? z ([z[---.oc; [arg(z) <r),

r(x + iy) (x + 1/2)[log Ix + iy -t-i arg(x + iy)](?- (x -t-

xr Ix + iyl x- 1/2(?- x- yarg(x + iy) (I X -Jr- iy[---+O; y 0 if x _< 0).

(2.4)
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Let ye[ be fixed and xloo. Then x+iy xl, and arg(x+iy)0 as

+ oc and arg(z + iy)-r as z-- oo. Therefore, (2.4) implies

and
r( + iy) x/-lx x- 1/2e- x

r( + iy) xllx - lle- z- .u

(- + o) (.)

(-; # o), (.6)

which yield (2.1).
Turning to the case where z E is fixed and y I--+oo, we find Ix + iy Yl

and arg(z +iy)--+Tr/2 as y-oo, and arg(z +iy)--r/2 as y-oc. Thus (2.4)
implies (2.2).

Remark 1: In view of (2.2), the relation [3, (1.18.6)] needs correction with
addition of the multiplier ex on the left-hand side and it must be replaced by

lim r( + iy) +" 11/2 lyl/ x/. (2.7)

The next assertion gives the asymptotic behavior of 3p,q (s), defined in (1.2), at
infinity on lines parallel to the real axis.

Lemma 2: Let A,6 and # be defined as in (1.3) to (1.5) and let t,e .
the following estimates hold:

Itm,:(tp, + iti) A(7)- AttttRe(") (t--- --oo) (2.8)
with

Thn

(2r)m + n -(p + q)/2eq m nA
q [ )Re(hi)FI (

j=l

and

1/2e Re(bj)] fl eir[rc + Im(ai)]
i=1
q r[r/3j + Im(bj)]’

j=m+l

P [( Re(ai)-l/2 -Re(ai)11-[ Ci) e
i=1

13gp, q(t+ B e a ltl tl

(2.9)

with

(2.10)

(27r’}rn A- n --(p A- q)/2eq m nB
q I( Re(bj)-l/2-Re(hi)1 P er[trci.k. Im(ai)I] ) l-I

j=l i=n+l
P I(Re(ai)-l/2e-Re(ai)]I] i)

i=1

eTr[a[3j + Im(bj)]
j=l (2.11)

Proof: By virtue of (2.1), we have, for a variable s + ia and a complex con-
stant k c + id,

and
r(s + )1 vt + c- 1/e- (t + c) (t-- + ec) (2.12)

IV(. + )1 x/ltl + - 1/2e -(t + c)e r( + d) (t cx). (2.13)
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Substituting these estimates into (1.2) and using (1.3) to (1.5), we obtain (2.8) and
(2.10).

Remark 2: The asymptotic estimate of the function m’n(s) at infinity on lines
P,q

parallel to the imaginary axis m,np,q (0"-gV it)as [--<x was given in our paper with
Shlapakov [5].

By appealing to Lemma 2, we give conditions of the existence of the H-function
(1.1) with the contour .L being chosen as indicated in (a) and (b) in Section 1.

Theorem 1: Let A,5 and tt be given by (1.3) to (1.5). Then the function
m’n(z) defined by (1.1) and (1.2) exists in the following cases"Hp, q

-_, A>0, z:/:0; (2.14)

--oo, A-0, 0< Izl <5; (2.15)- A-0, zl -5, Re(it)< -1; (2.16)

-+o, A<0, z#0; (2.17)

-+, A-0, Izl >5; (2.18)

-+, A-O, Izl -6, Re(#)< -1. (2.19)

Let us first consider the case (a) of Section 1 for which A > 0 and
We have to investigate the convergence of the integral (1.1) on the lines

11 {t N: t + i991} and l {t N: + iP2} for 91 < 2

as t---,-c. According to (2.10), we have the following asymptotic estimate for the
integrand of (1.1):

m,n )z Bieiargz( e )altl( lz’ ) Itl
3Wbp, q (s -s -- it[Re(.)

(2.21)
(t-cx; e (i 1,2)),

where B1 and B2 are given by (2.11) with being replaced by 991 and 92, respective-
ly. It follows from (2.21) that the integral (1.1) is convergent if and only if one of
the conditions (2.14) to (2.16) is satisfied.

In the case (b), A < 0 and the contour .L is taken to be 2,+ o" So we have to in-
vestigate the convergence of the integral (1.1) on the lines 11 and 12 in (2.20) as t--
+ o. By virtue of (2.8) and (2.9), we have the asymptotic estimate:

IP’q Izl
(t---, + oe; t (i 1,2)),

(2.22)

where A and A2 are given by (2.9) with r being replaced by 991 and 2, respectively.
Thus (2.22) implies that the integral (1.1) converges if and only if one of the condi-
tions (2.17) to (2.19) holds.

Corollary 1: The estimate (2.21) holds for t---,-oo uniformly on sets which have
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a positive distance to each point,

bj+l
(j- 1,...,m;1E N0), (2.23)bjl j

and which do not contain points to the right of _.
The estimate (2.22) holds for t--- + cx uniformly on sets which have a positive dis-

tance to each point, 1 a + k
aik ai (i 1,...,n; k No) (2.24)

and which do not contain points to the left of + o"
Remark 3: In [11, Section 8.3.1], for the existence of the H-function (1.1) the con-

ditions,
n P m q

=1 i=n+l j=l j=m+l
/j >_ 0 and Re(#) < 0, (2.25)

are given in the cases when -_, A-0 and [z]-5 and when -+,
A 0 and [z 6. But according to (2.16) and (2.19), (2.25) can be replaced by
the condition,

Re(#) < 1. (2.26)

The next statement follows from Theorem 1, Corollary 1 and the theory of resi-
dues.

Theorem 2: (A) If the conditions in (1.6) and (2.14) or (2.15) are satisfied, then
the H-function (1.1) is an analytic function of z in the corresponding domain
indicated in (2.14) or (2.15), and

m (x)

Hp, q (z)- Res [p,q (s)z -s
3=1 l=O s-bjl

where each bjl is given in (2.23).
(B) If the conditions in (1.6) and (2.17) or (2.18) are satisfied, then the H-

function (1.1) is an analytic function of z in the corresponding domain indicated in
(2.17) or (2.18), and

n o

Hm’p, E E s R__ea [:E’(s)z-S], (2.28)
i=1 k=0 k

where each aik is given in (2.24).
lmark 4: Theorem 2(A) was proved in [1, p. 278, Theorem 1] for the H-

function represented by the integrand obtained from (1.1) and (1.2) after replacing s
by -s. It sproof is rather complicated and is based on a lemma, where the asympto-
tic estimate at infinity of the function ho(S defined by

P
[I r(1 a + sis

ho(s =,i
q

j=l

(2.29)

is given. But our proof of Theorem 2 along the ideas of [1] is simpler and is based on
mthe asymptotic estimate of [ap, q (8) itself at infinity given in Lemma 2.
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3. Explicit Power Series Expansions

In this section we apply Theorem 2 to obtain explicit power series expansions of the
H-function (1.1) under the conditions of (1.6)in the cases of (1.7) and (1.8), indivi-
dually.

First, we consider the former case. By Theorem 2(A), we have to evaluate the
residue of N(s)z -s at each point s- bit given in (2.23); in what follows we simplify
p,q (s) by :E(s). To evaluate these residues we use the property of the Gamma-
function [6, (3.30)], that is, in a neighborhood of the pole z -k (k E No), the
Gamma-function F(z) can be expanded in powers of z + k e so that

F(z) 1)k r’(z)
k!e [1 + e(1 + k) + O(e2)], where (z) F(z)" (3.1)

Since each pole bjl is simple, i.e., the conditions in (1.7) hold,

, -bjlRes [(s)z s] hjlz (j 1,..., m;1 e No),
s=bjl

where

hl lira [(s bj )(s)]
s_b

j

(3.2)

m (]_j) =1[,(I-I F b [bj + 1- a + [bj +
i=l,iej

l!jl-I F ai- +l I-I
/=n+l i=rn+l

Thus we obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 3: Let the conditions (1.6) and (1.7) be satisfied and let either A > 0

and zTO or A--O and O< ]z <6. Then the H-function (1.1) has the power
series expansion

(3.4)

where each constant hl is given by (3.3).
Corollary 2" /f the conditions (1.6) and (1.7) are satisfied and A >_ O, then (3.4)

gives the asymptotic expansion of Hm’np, q (Z) near zero, and the main terms of this asy-
mptotic formula have the form"

n(z) + 0Hp, q
j=l

where

I-I F b
bjfli

F 1-ai+
i--l,iTj --W i:11 (3.6)

1--[ r ai- 1-I F 1- bi+
i=n+l W i-m+1 W
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Corollary 3: Let the conditions (1.6) and (1.7) be satisfied, and let A >_ 0 and Jo
(1 <_ Jo <-m) be an integer such that

=rain (3.7)

Then here holds he asymptotic estimate"

.:,:(z) ozo/o + o(zO/o)" (zO (

where h*. is given by (3.6) with j- Jo" In particular,
30

m, n * min (3.9)H., (z) O(z (z-O) <_ <_ j.

Now we consider the case (1.8) when the poles of the Gamma-functions of the
form I’(1-a-as) (i-1,...,n) are simple. By (3.1), evaluating the residues of
(s)z-s considering each point aik given in (2.24), we have similarly to the previous
argument that

s [()z-] z-as aik

where aik is given by (2.24) and

(i 1,..., n; k E No), (3.10)

(-1)k

lim [-(s ):E(s)]hik s.-+aik aik (3.11)

II F bj+[1-ai+k
flj

l-I F 1-aj-[1-ai+
j=l j=l,j=/:i

( o;) ( )’k[ci
YI F aj -t- [1- ai + k]-i J +1

I-I F 1- bj [1- ai + k]
j=n+l --m

Thus from Theorem 2(B) we have the following theorem.
Theorem 4: Let the conditions (1.6) and (1.8) be satisfied and let either A < 0

and z s O or A O and zl > 5. Then the H-function(1.1) has the power series ex-

pansion" n

Hp, qm’n(z) E E hikz(ai 1)/0i, (3.12)
i=lk=O

where each constant hik is given by (3.11).
Corollary 4: If the conditions (1.6) and (1.8) are satisfied and A <_ O, then (3.12)

gives the asymptotic expansion of Hm’n(z) near infinity, and the main terms of this
P,q

asymptotic formula have the form:
n [ (ai_l)/ci (z(ai_2)/ci)]Hm’(z)p, E hiz + 0 (I z -+oo), (3.13)
=1

1h hio W

r-[ F bj a 1]-&-7/ I-I
j--1 j=l,j=/=i

F 1-aj+[ai-1

( aJ) q

YIYI F aj [a 1 ]-&-7/
j m+lj=n+l

/jF(1-bj+[a 1]-&- )"
(3.14)
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Corollary 5: Let the conditions (1.6) and (1.8) be satisfied, and let A <_ 0 and o
(1 <_ 0 <_ n) be an integer such that

Re(a/0) 1 IRe(a,) 1]max c (3.15)Oz
0

Then there holds the asymptotic estimate"

(a’0" -l)/ci0-Fo(z(ai0-l)/ci0)mHp,’(z)- hioZ (3.16)

where hio is given by (3.14) with i- o. In particular,

m,n maxHp, q (z) O(z) z I---ec) with
1 < < n

Re(a/)- 1.1. (3 17)Oz

4. Explicit Power-Logarithmic Series Expansions

Now, let us discuss cases when the conditions in (1.6) hold, but either (1.7) or (1.8)is
violated.

(e) - _, A >_ 0 and some poles of the Gamma-functions of the form

F(bj + fljs) (j- 1,...,m)coincide.
(f) - +, A _< 0 and some poles of the Gamma-functions of the form

r(1 a cis (i 1,..., n) coincide.
First, we consider the case (e). Let b b: be one of points (2.23) for which some

poles of the Gamma-functions of the form r(bj + js) (j 1,...,m) coincide and let
N*- N/l* be the order of a coinciding pole. Then there must exist Jl"’"JN* G
{1, ,m} and ljl,...,ljN* C No such that

bjl+ljl bjN.+ljN.
=... (4.1)b

flJl flJN*
Then (s)z- s has the pole of order N* at b and hence

sR_e__Sb[:}(s)z-S]-- i lim,[(s--b)N*:(s)z-sl(N*-l)(/* 1)! s--,o

We denote
iN* , :}[(S)(s) (s b)N* F(bj + js) and 2(s) iN*

U +
Using the Leibniz rule, we have

J- Jl

n0

(4.2)

(4.a)

N* -1

n=0
(N*--l)[(s)](N*-l-n)n (n)_ )i (n-i)

i=0

1 [(s)] z S[log(z)]
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N* -1
--z-SE

i=0 *n

1 n N*(-1)i(N*-I )[(s)]n
1 n)[t(S)](n i)}[lOg (Z)] i.

Substituting this into (4.2), we obtain
1

Res [:E(s)z s] z(bj +l)
"z’jl

"’JE g;li[lg(z)]i
s=bjl i=0

where

Hjl Hjli(Njl, bjl

1 E n

(Nl 1)’ (- 1)i Nil-1 * -l-n (n-i)
n [()

(4.4)

(4.5)

In particular, if/-0 and i-No-1, then by setting N0-N and using (3.1),
(4.1) and (4.3), we have

)N-I
Hj Hj,O,N (Nj;bjo -((N- 1)! tl(bj)t2(bj) (4.6)

)_I)N -1
(_ 1)Jk((N 1)’. k 1 )!2

I-I F bi- flj ; h F 1-ai+
i= 1,i # Jl iN*. 1 -j

1-I F ai- 1-I F 1-bi+

Thus, in view of Theorem 2(A), we have the following.
Theorem 5: Let the conditions in (1.6) be satisfied and let either A > 0 and

z 5 0 or A 0 and 0 < z < . Then the H-function (1.1) has the power-logarith-
mic series expansion"

N;l- 1

, n(z) ’hz + )/Hp, q + E E Hjliz(bj + l)/3j[lg (z)]i" (4.7)
j,t j,t o

Here ’ "and are summations taken over j and (j- l,...,m;l No) such that
the Gamma-functions of the form F(bj+ js) have simple poles and poles of order

N; at t poit of t fom pctiv, i ac constant i iv
and each constant Hjl is given by (4.5).

Corollary 6: If the conditions in (1.6) are satisfies and O, then (4.7) gives
the asymptotic expansion of Hm’n z) ear zero,p,q n and the main terms of this asympto-
tic formula have the form"

,(z) + o z( + )/z (4.s)Hp, q

+ Hz J/#J[log(z)]Nj-1 (bj+l) ]Nj-1+ o z /z[log (z) (z0).
=1

Here ’and " are summations taken over j (j- 1,...,m) such that the Gamma-
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functions of the form r(bj + js) have simple poles and poles of order N N0 at
the points of the form bjo respectively, while each h is given by (3.6) and each H is
given by (4.6).

Corollary 7: Let the conditions in (1.6) be satisfied, and let A >_ 0 and bjl be the
pole of the Gamma-function of the form F(bj + js) (j- 1,...,m). Let Jol and Jo2
(1 <_ Jol, Jo2 <-m) be integers such that

Re(bj01) FRe(bj)1* min (4.9)Pl flJo1 1 <_ j <_ mL flj

when the pole of the form bjl (j- 1,...,m; E No) is simple, and

Re(bj2)
min (4.10)

when the poles of the form bit (j- 1,...,m; No) coincide.
* * then the asyrnpotitc expansion of the H-function has the form"(a) If Pl < P2,

b. bjO1/j01 ) (z-*O) (4.11)z 301//3J01 -t- oHm *p,’:(Z)- hjoI

(b)

where ho is given by (3.6) with j- Jol" In particular, the relation (3.9)
holds.

If Pl* >- P2* and bjo2,0 is the pole of order N’J02, then the asymptotic expan

sion of the H-function has the form"

m,n bj02/ N*. -1 ( N*. -1)Hp, q (z)- Ho2Z 1332[log(z)] 302 + o zbjo2/OJo2[log(z)] 302

(4.12)

where H*. is given by (4.6) with Jo2" In particular, if N* is the
30largest order of general poles of3the Gamma-functions of the form

1,...,m), th n

,
Hp,qm’n(z) 0 [zp [log(z)]N ,] (z- *0) with fl* --1_<mini_< m j J" (4.13)

Now we consider the case (f). Let a aik be one of points (2.24) for which some

poles of the Gamma-functions of the form F(1-ai-cis coincide and let N-
be the order of this common pole. Then there exist il,...,iN {1,...,n} and

kil ki NO such that’" N
1 + kil 1 + kiNal aN=. (4.14)a

Ctil CtN
Thus the integrand ]g(s)z -s of the integrand (1.1) has the pole of order N at a.

Similarly to (4.3), we denote
iN :}[(8) (4.15)I(S) (S a)NH r(1 a ozis and 2(s) iN= ’ 1-I r(1 a cis

i-iI
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and, then, we find similarly to (4.4) and (4.5) that

where

Nik-1
Res [(s)z- s] z(ai- 1 k)/a Es aik j 0

Hikj Hikj(Nik; aik)

Hikj[log(z)]J, (4.16)

(4.17)

Nik-1
1 na

ik
n )(j)[:}gl(aik)](Nik -n)[3Ta2(aik)(Nik-1)! (- 1)j(N -1 n -1 (n-j)

In particular, if we set k 0, j Nio- 1 and Nio Ni, then, using (4.15) and (3.1),
we have

Hi= Hi,o, Ni l(Ni;aio)
(-1)Ni-1
(Ni- 1)! l(aio)2(aio)- (-(Ni- 1)!

1)Ni 1

m (j) , P(1 oj)1-Ilr b/+ [1 a]i 1-I a [1 ai]-i
x{ i(_1)-/,=/

\ j=l,jiI iNi
ik!ik F aj + [1 ai]< F 1 bj -[1 ai]ik 1

j=n+ j=m+l

(4.1s)
Therefore, Theorem 2(B) implies the following result similar to Theorem 5.
Thmrem 6: Let the conditions in (1.6) be satisfied and let either A < 0 and

z # 0 or 0 and [z > 5. Then the H-function (1.1) has the power-logarithmic
series expansion:

Nik-1
m -1-k)/aHp,’(z)- hiz(i + Zijz(i -)/i[log(z)]J. (4.19)

i,k i,k j=0

Here E and are summations taken over and k (i-l,..,n;kENo) such that
the Gamma-functions of the form F(1- a -his have simple poles and poles of order

Nik at the points of the form aik respectively, while each constant hik is given by
(3.11) and each constant Hikj is given by (4.17).

Corollary 8: /f the conditions in (1.6) are satisfied and A <_ O, then (4.19) gives
the asymptotic expansion of Hm’n(z) near infinity, and the main terms of this asymp-P,q
totic formula have the form"

Hm’(Z)p, 1)/ai + 0 z(hi 2)/i
i= (4.20)

+ Hiz(ai-1)/i[log(z)]N-1 +0 z(ai-2)/[lOg(z)]N-I (I z
i=1

Here and are summations taken over (i-1,...,n) such that the Gamma-
functions of the form F(1-ai-ais have simple poles and poles of order N -Nio
at the points of the form aio in (2.24) respectively, while each h is given by (3.14)
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and each H is given by (4.18).
Corollary 9: Let the conditions in (1.6) be satisfied, and let A <_ 0 and aik be the

pole of the Gamma-function of the form F(1 ai- cis) (i 1,...,n). Let iol and i02
(1 _< i01 i02 <-n) be integers such that

Re( )-1 IRe(a_/!- 1.]aio1 (4.21)/91 1TI&X

when the pole of the form aik (i 1,...,n; k G No) is simple, and

Re(aio2)- 1 IRe(a/)- 1]
P2 max (4.22)OQ02 _< _< n [

when the poles of the form aik (i 1,..., n; k E No) coincide.
(a) If Pl > P2, then the asymptotic expansion of the H-function has the form"

Hm’:(z),. h,olz(aio1 1)/hi01 -- o "(z (ai01 1)/hi01 \) (I z (:x3). (4.23)

(b)

-1)/(a’o2 <’o[log (z)]p,q kz)- Hio2Z

where hio is given by (3.14) with i-io1" In particular, the relation

(3.17) holds.
If p < P2 and a. o is the pole of order N. then asymptotic expansion

02’ *02
of the H-function has the form"

N. -1 ( (hi02-1)/a -1)+ o z 02[log(z)]Ni02
z (4.2/4)

where Hio2
is given by (4.18) with i-i02" In particular, if N is the

smallest order of general poles of the Gamma-functions of the form
r(1 a his (i 1,..., n), then

( ) IRe(a/)- 1]max (4.25)Hm’(Z)p, 0 zO[log(z)]N- 1 ([ Z I) with
1 < < n

In conclusion, we give the following consequence of Corollaries 3, 5, 7 and 9,
which unifies the power and power-logarithmic asymptotic behavior of m,nHp, q (Z) near
zero and infinity.

Theorem 7: Let the conditions in (1.6) be satisfied.
() f >_ o ad h po of h Va,a-fuon of h fo, r(b + Zj)

(j --1, m) are simple, then the H-function (1.1) has the asymptotic
estimate (3.9) at zero. If some of the poles of the Gamma-functions of the

form F(bj+ t3js) (j- 1,...,m) coincide, then Hp, q (z) has the asymptotic
estimate either (3.9) or (4.13) at zero.

(b) If A <_ 0 and the poles of the Gamma-functions of the form F(1- a -cis
(i 1,...,n) are simple, then the H-function (1.1) has the asymptotic
estimate (3.17) at infinity. If some of the poles of the Gamma-functions of

m,n(z has thethe form F(1-ai-is)(i-1,. n) coincide, then Hp, q
asymptotic estimate (3.17) or (4.25) at infinity.

Pemark 5: The power-logarithmic expansions and more complicated results than
those in (4.7) were indicated in [9, Section 3.7] (see also [8, Section 5.8]); and the
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particular cases, HP’(z) and HP’p(Z), are shown in [7]0, p p,
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